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Solve the problem. See examples on pages 241-246 in text.
1. An insurance fund invests $ ,  in real estate and earns % per year on the investment. How much!! "## $

money is earned per year?

A) $ , ,      B) $      C) $ ,      D) $ ,% &'# ### ((($ (( ($# %&' ###

2. The appliance store where the Lopez family shops offers a % discount for paying cash. The Lopez family'
received a discount of $ . What was their bill before the discount?$(

A) $      B) $      C) $      D) $$") $## $ !

3. On a biology test, a student got  questions correct but did not pass the test. On a second attempt, the(!
student got  questions correct. What was the percent of increase?&&

A) %      B) %      C) %      D) %($*( "+ + &(

4. By switching service providers, a family's telephone bill decreased from about $  a month to about $ .!# $"
What was the percent of decrease?

A) %      B) %      C) %      D) %+*) $ + '

5. The normal gas mileage of a certain car is  mpg (miles per gallon). On a smooth road, its mileage is %$% %(
higher. What is its mileage on a smooth road. Round your answer to the nearest tenth.

A) mpg      B) mpg      C) mpg      D) mpg$%*# $!*' $*' !#*#
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6. After spending $  for tables and $  for chairs, a store manager finds that the furniture cost %%'!# $#!# +
more than last year. Find the amount that was spent last year on tables and chairs. Round your answer to
the nearest dollar.

A) $      B) $      C) $      D) $"!(( !!!" $$#( $#+

Solve the problem. See examples on page 251 in text.
7. A camera cost $ . If the sales tax is %, how much tax is charged and what is the total price. Round"'# +

your answers to the nearest cent.

A) $ , $  B) $ , $ C) $ , $ D) $ , $$+*&# )&+*&# !!*(# )$!*(# !!(*## %($(*## "(*%# )!(*%#

8. The sales tax rate in one state is %. How much tax will be charged on a purchase of  chairs at $!*! & &'
apiece? Round your answer to the nearest cent.

A) $      B) $      C) $      D) $"$*&! (*%! $%*%! "*$$

Divide. See examples on pages 165-167 in text.
9. %*! , #*#"

A)      B)      C)      D)#*#(! (! (# #*(!

10.
"&)*!()%

#*##%

A) , ,      B)      C)      D) ," &)! ()% #*"&) !() % #*#"& )!( )% "&) !()*%


